Vision
Éternel’s
EP
“Abondance de périls” is now
out
Abridged Pause Recordings introduces its two newest releases!
Beyond the Dune Sea and Vision Éternel are now fully active
artists on the Abridged Pause Recordings roster. We really
hope that you will take a bit of your time to check them out
because these bands have been hard at work lately and they
deserve new ears. That’s why we would also appreciate any
word-of-mouth you can do for the bands and the label! Because
without fans, the music industry would be nothing. Let’s keep
the indie scene alive! Vinyls should be coming on Abridged
Pause Recordings this summer!
With a band like Vision Éternel now on board, we can start to
brag. This band has only been getting better with each release
and we’re so happy to release their third EP on Abridged Pause
Recordings. Vision Éternel were one of the original four bands
signed to the record label back in 2008. It took them a couple
years to finish up this record but it’s finally out! Once
again, this EP has a concept based on a break up story. We
hope that you will all enjoy this beautiful masterpiece as
much as we do.
“Abondance de périls” is Vision Éternel’s new EP. As their
third release, the band has moved to a newer sound, but still
in keeping with the compositions it is known for. This
splendid short play will be your soundtrack to late lonely
nights and will make you feel just like the artist felt when
writing these pieces. As usual for the band, it is a concept
album. It is the third installment in the post-phases of love.
For the first time, Vision Éternel has worked with external
artists (in the mastering and the artwork of the album) and it
adds an entire new dimension to this beautiful masterpiece.

